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Abstract

Con®guration and diagnosis problem-solvers are commonly championed as successes of ap-

plied arti®cial intelligence techniques. A common problem is that problem-solvers typically en-

code task-speci®c representation assumptions and simpli®cations in their domain theories,

hindering the reuse of the domain theories between the problem-solvers. While model-based

reasoning techniques have been shown to provide an interesting approach to sharing compo-

nent and device speci®cations, their respective mechanisations are generally too ine�cient. We

show how constraint logic programming languages provide a ¯exible environment in which

constraint-based speci®cations can be e�ectively shared and e�ciently mechanised by exploit-

ing constraint solving and propagation techniques tightly integrated with the backtracking

search mechanism of logic programming languages. A component speci®cation language is

presented and the mappings from the language to the constraint system and strategies for

guiding the search are de®ned for the respective problem-solvers. Ó 1998 Elsevier Science

Inc. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Consistency-based diagnosis; Constraint-based con®guration; Constraint logic

programming; Knowledge representation

1. Introduction

An important engineering principle is that a device design embodies a behavioural
and structural speci®cation that is optimal w.r.t. some criteria and that an instance of
that device obeys these constraints, violations of which should be characterisable by
minimal covering sets of o�ending components. The respective mechanisations are
termed the con®guration and diagnosis tasks. As devices have become more complex
in their structures and behaviours as have the constraints that govern their allowable
such forms, the construction of automated diagnosis and con®guration tools to help
manage the complexity has become increasingly important. Constraint-based
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component speci®cations facilitate a more natural and maintainable formulation
than do traditional rule-based forms by not encoding the problem-solving logic in
the model formulation, improving the potential for model sharing. Design descrip-
tions are often available as a result of the design process, readily providing the mod-
els for automated con®guration assembly and diagnosis engines.

There are signi®cant bene®ts in being able to exploit device and component spec-
i®cations used for con®guration in a diagnosis problem-solver. Apart from amorti-
sing the cost of knowledge elicitation across the target problem-solvers, knowledge-
sharing facilitates consistent characterisation of diagnoses for con®gured devices.
There is intuitive overlap in the knowledge requirements of the two tasks. Con®gu-
ration can be seen as the generation of models that satisfy a ®nite set of constraints
while attempting to optimise some cost criteria. The diagnosis task is the dual in that
given a submitted model and set of observations, diagnoses are the minimal sets of
constraint violations that explain the faulty observations. Domain model formula-
tions typically embed task-speci®c assumptions in their representations, however, re-
quiring reformulation of the problem-solvers for the separate tasks.

While model-based reasoning techniques for both diagnosis and con®guration
provide an interesting approach to sharing component and device speci®cations,
their respective mechanisations are generally too ine�cient. In earlier work [25],
an approach was presented for providing a common semantic foundation for the di-
agnosis and con®guration tasks where constraints were expressed in a ®rst order log-
ic with distinguished abnormality and connectedness predicates. While an interesting
semantic characterisation, the speci®cations are not directly mechanisable, motivat-
ing the investigation of some intermediary language. The design of such a language is
a classic knowledge representation design trade-o� between expressiveness and e�-
ciency of computability, exploiting properties of the problem domain.

This paper presents such a representation language and an approach for an e�ec-
tive mechanisation of the diagnosis and con®guration tasks from a shared compo-
nent speci®cation using a constraint logic programming system. We show how
constraint logic programming languages, particularly ECLiPSe [5], provide a ¯exible
environment in which constraint-based component speci®cations can be e�ectively
shared and e�ciently mechanised for the diagnosis and con®guration tasks by ex-
ploiting constraint solving and propagation techniques as integrated with the back-
tracking search mechanism of a logic programming language.

An internetwork cabling scenario is introduced in Section 1. The forms of diagno-
sis and con®guration reasoning to be considered are characterised in Section 2. Con-
straint logic programming is introduced in Section 3 as an enabling technology for
the construction of practically mechanisable problem-solvers from constraint-based
speci®cations. Section 4 presents our component speci®cation language, motivating
the key features while Section 5 discusses the relationship between the language and
its encoding for the problem-solvers. Implementation experiences are presented in
Section 6, highlighting some avenues for further research. Section 7 relates the work
to other systems in the literature.

1.1. An internetwork cabling scenario

A common problem when setting up an internetwork as illustrated in Fig. 1. is the
proper assembly of the various components to satisfy the constraints of the devices
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and such requirements as inter-node sequencing and spacing while minimising the
expense of the total con®guration. Similarly, due to the complexity of such artifacts,
locating a fault as characterised by a minimal set of devices that are fault candidates
in an internetwork such as where two nodes cannot communicate with each other
due to a miscon®guration can be a complex task.

Our cabling scenario is based on ethernet devices. An ethernet segment is a bi-ter-
minated linear form constructed from cabling connected by t-connectors to which
nodes are connected. Constraints exist over ethernet segments such as there being
a maximum number of nodes that may be connected and the maximum length of ca-
bling in a segment. A ®ber-optic channel coupled with transceivers can be used to
extend the maximum distance for a segment as can a repeater or bridge. An internet-
work consists of a collection of ethernet segments such that every ethernet segment is
connected to at least one other by a router. A router is a node that can connect to
more than one ethernet segment and thus to more than one t-connector.

The con®guration task is to generate the consistent component connectivity con-
®gurations such as illustrated in Fig. 1 that minimise some cost criteria given a set of
sequences of nodes to be cabled and minimum total cabling lengths between adjacent
node pairs. Fig. 2 illustrates such a subnetwork where nodes are to be cabled. For
example, the distance between nodes n4 and n5 must be at least nine units. The diag-
nosis task is the identi®cation of components of a device that have been miscon®g-
ured w.r.t. their component speci®cations.

Fig. 1. Sample network to be constructed or diagnosed.

Fig. 2. Sequenced nodes and inter-node constraints on an ethernet segment.
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2. The tasks

Before a shared representation language can be designed, a characterisation of the
classes of con®guration and diagnosis problems to be considered is required.
Component knowledge is captured with constraint-based representations rather than
through rule-based experiential forms. As the former is a declarative, non-determin-
istic representation, constraint-based forms are more ably re-interpreted in di�erent
contexts whereas rule-based forms incorporate task-speci®c assumptions by virtue of
having to encode problem-solving methods in the representation.

As is typical in the constraint-based con®guration literature, ``behaviour'' consid-
ered here will be in terms of properties held by components. If behaviour as propaga-
table input±output mappings (e.g. [20,25]) were being considered, the complexity of
the con®guration synthesis task would be beyond the scope of this paper as the prob-
lem reduces to the problem of optimising component interconnections to emulate
combinatorial behaviour, an NP-hard task.

2.1. Con®guration

The con®guration task [18] involves the generation of one or more con®gurations
that satisfy a speci®cation of the desired con®guration description given a ®nite set of
components, a set of component interconnectivity constraints, and (optionally) op-
timality criteria. The problem is important as given the increasing complexity of
components and devices' internal interconnectivities, automated solutions to a con-
®guration speci®cation can provide more timely and less error-prone solutions than
when done manually. The complexity of the task arises from the inherently combi-
natorial solution spaces that must be managed during search due to component in-
terconnectivity symmetries and typically large numbers of inessential variants.

The earliest and most prominent con®gurators such as DEC's R1/XCON [15]
were rule-based (or heuristic) systems. An advantage of rule-based forms is that con-
trol knowledge can be encoded in the formulation of the rule base, providing a mech-
anism to heuristically manage search through the combinatorial search spaces. Such
representations su�er from major maintenance problems, however, as this con¯ation
of domain and control knowledge means it is typically di�cult to manage changes to
the knowledge base due to the amorphous entanglement of control ¯ow that often
results. The natural structure of the device and its components is lost when their de-
scriptions are reduced to the uniform representation of experiential rules. Reuse of
the knowledge for di�erent tasks is correspondingly more infeasible.

A constraint-based representation facilitates a more declarative representation of
the domain models by explicating the structure of the device and components as well
as constraints over their properties and interconnectivity. Examples of constraint-
based con®gurators include Cossack [6], BEACON [22] and LCON [26]. A na�õve for-
mulation of the problem as a bottom up generate-and-test approach can result in a
space of

�����������np�!p
possible con®gurations given n components with p connection ports

per component [18]. Techniques for e�ciently reasoning with constraint-based con-
®guration problems include constraint propagation, the key-component assumption
[18] and formulation as a dynamic constraint satisfaction problem [16] where addi-
tional variables and constraints are posted/retracted as components are added to/re-
moved from the design. One of the goals of this work is to show that not only do
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CLP languages provide an e�ective framework in which to capture shareable com-
ponent speci®cations but that constraint-based con®gurations are feasibly mech-
anised using a CLP language by virtue of the constraint propagation and solving
facilities (Section 3).

Speci®cation of desired con®gurations in our approach is through the declaration
of a set of partially instantiated component types SPEC (De®nition 2.1). Given
SPEC, the con®guration task involves ®nding appropriate valuations for the com-
ponent variables of C 2 SPEC, an important part of which involves establishing
component connectivities that satisfy component type topologies and other con-
straints due to the hierarchical decomposition of the component types of SPEC.
The class of con®guration problems handled in our framework can be characterised
as those that can be represented as partial instantiations of aggregate component
types in the component language, detailed in Section 4 (Fig. 3).

De®nition 2.1. A con®guration speci®cation is a tuple hhR;C; typei;SPECi where R
is the set of component type speci®cations, C is a ®nite set of available component
instances each of some type in R, SPEC is a ®nite set of (partially instantiated)
component instances (SPEC � C) and the mapping type : C! R associates
component individuals to their type.

The internetwork of Fig. 1 consists of three ethernet segments forming the edges
of a hypergraph with nodes being network nodes. Each ethernet segment consists of
a sequence of nodes with a minimal distance between them (Fig. 2). The con®gura-
tion task is to fully instantiate internetw1 (SPEC � finternetw1g) and its
constituents using the available components C while conforming to the appropriate
constraints in the component type speci®cations R.

The con®guration task as considered here involves dynamic constraint satisfac-
tion over the uninstantiated component variables in the components of SPEC such
that instantiation of port variables may cause new components to be connected with
their corresponding variables added to the set of variables undergoing constraint sat-
isfaction. The constraint satisfaction process is presented in Section 5.1.

2.2. Diagnosis

The task of a diagnosis problem-solver is to identify the sets of components that
characterise conjectured sources of any discrepancies between a set of observations
and the predicted behaviour for a system, commonly some real-world artifact such as
a physical device. Models of behaviour as explicit mappings will not be considered
here for homogeneity with the con®guration task but the approach is simply extend-
ed to do so. As devices become more complicated in the number of and types of con-
straints describing their internal interconnections, automated diagnosis tools are of
increasing importance. Similarly to the con®guration task, heuristic and model-
based reasoning are the two principal approaches to the diagnosis task.

The heuristic approach, typically modelled using rule-based technologies as char-
acterised by early diagnosis systems such as DENDRAL and MYCIN, encode ex-
perts' ``rules of thumb'' for how a system would typically fail. While frameworks
such as heuristic classi®cation [2] evolved for explicating the diagnosis reasoning
strategy of rule-based diagnosis systems, the major problems that arise are those
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of robustness and maintainability. The time and cost of accumulating enough exper-
tise in a rule-based diagnosis system that adequately covers the range of possible
faults may be prohibitive for non-trivial artifacts. A maintenance nightmare can exist
due to rule interactions for even a moderately sized amorphous rule base. A further
consequence of capturing experiential knowledge as rules is that the structure of the
device and its components is not explicitly modelled. This makes transfer of the mod-
el between systems for slightly modi®ed devices or, of particular relevance to this pa-
per, companion con®guration systems virtually impossible.

Model-based approaches [3,7], often referred to as ``reasoning from ®rst princi-
ples'', involve the identi®cation of discrepancies between the observed state of the
system and that expected based on the structural model of the system. Naturally cap-
tured using constraint-based systems, consistency-based systems (e.g. [20]) conjecture
that the components will typically adhere to their structural constraints, presuming
minimal abnormality. The diagnosis task is the calculation of the minimal sets of
components whose abnormality adequately explains the discrepancies.

For the purposes of this paper, the kinds of fault scenarios for the internetwork of
Fig. 1 could include the following.
· Node n4 cannot communicate with node n12 due to a t-connector being used as a

cable extender having a cable attached to each of its three connectors.
· Node n2 cannot communicate with node n5 due a terminator missing from their

subnetwork.
· Node n7 cannot communicate with node n9 due to a break in the cabling on their

subnetwork.
Each of these faults is representative of a fault due to some component(s) not con-
forming to their structural constraints. The approach to diagnosis described in this
work is thus the identi®cation of miscon®gured devices. We brie¯y present the
framework through De®nitions 2.2±2.4.

De®nition 2.2. A diagnosis speci®cation is a tuple hhR;C; typei;OBSi where R is the
set of component type speci®cations, C is a ®nite set of the component instances each
of some type in R, OBS is a ®nite set of component instances to be assessed for
consistency (OBS � C) and the mapping type : C! R associates component
individuals to their type.

While typical approaches to model-based diagnosis such as Reiter's diagnosis
from ®rst principles [20] are used to diagnose models of combinatorial behaviours
such as the binary adder, the techniques can be applied just as e�ectively for models
with no explicit models of behaviour as in the scenario presented in Section 1. The
key principle is abnormality minimisation given a system description SD, a set of
components COMP and observations OBS.

De®nition 2.3. A diagnosis D for hh SD, COMP i, OBS i is a minimal subset D �
COMP s.t. the following is consistent

SD [OBS [ fab�c� j c 2 Dg [ f:ab�c� j c 2 COMP ÿ Dg:
The symbol D denotes the set of all D for a system. The principle of De®nition 2.3

(due to [20]) is to characterise the minimal sets of abnormal components that cover
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all possible diagnoses. We modify this notion slightly to consider only those
diagnoses of minimal cardinality, denoted DCard.

De®nition 2.4. DCard � D s.t. 8D1 2 DCard 9=D2 2 DCard � jD2j < jD1j.

This simpli®cation [25] can be justi®ed due to the smallest set of faulty compo-
nents typically being the ®rst candidates for testing/recti®cation. Further, DCard is
more simply calculated in the CLP�FD� framework (Section 5.2.2). Should D be re-
quired, however, it is naturally reconstructed by iterated calculation of DCard succes-
sively assuming normality of candidate components (Theorem 4.4 of [25]).

In the presence of behaviours (e.g. [20]), the combinatorial nature of the behav-
iours due to component interconnectivity enables the elimination of certain compo-
nents as fault candidates even with incomplete behaviour observations. Without
behaviours, however, less information is available to hasten the elimination of can-
didate components. When detecting miscon®guration, however, this is of less impor-
tance as complete connectivity observations are available with only component
attribute variables possibly non-ground due to absent or incomplete information.

3. Constraint logic programming

Constraint logic programming (CLP) languages [11,12] are a generalisation of
conventional logic programming languages that extend the notion of term uni®ca-
tion by constraint solving over domain variables in a computational domain, replac-
ing the calculation of a most general uni®er [13] with the notion of constraint
satis®ability. The CLP scheme [11] actually characterises a family of languages para-
meterised by the algebra formed from the domain of computation and the primitive
constraints. An instantiation of the CLP scheme yields a particular CLP language.
CLP languages are typi®ed by domain-constrained variables and incremental con-
straint solving and are thus typically well-suited to the implementation of combina-
torial problems due to the tight integration of variable and constraint posting and
retraction with the (chronological) backtracking search mechanism of the logic pro-
gramming paradigm.

For the purposes of this paper, a program in a CLP language is a ®nite collection
of rules of the following form:

H  A1 ^ � � � ^ Am ^ c1 ^ � � � ^ cn

where H ;A1; . . . ;Am are atoms and c1; . . . ; cn are constraints in the constraint system.
Following the convention of [10], the current state of a constraint logic program is
captured by the pair hB; ri where B is the conjunction of goals to be solved and r
is the conjunction of constraints accumulated in the constraint store. As a goal is un-
folded using such rules and variable substitutions are applied, the atoms A1; . . . ;Am

and constraints c1; . . . ; cn are added to B and r, respectively, with the former reduced
only through successful atom grounding while r will be augmented or reduced
depending on tests carried out by the constraint solver. Backtracking occurs when
either a goal or the constraint store becomes unsatis®able.

The power of a CLP language comes from the constraint solver which is typically
required to support the following operations on its constraint system C (where ~x, ~9/
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and C � / denote respectively a tuple of distinct variables, existential closure over
the formula / and that all models of C are models of /).
· Satis®ability: If C � ~9r fails, no satis®able valuation for the constraint store r ex-

ists and so the most recent application to r should fail.
· Entailment: If for a new constraint c, C � r! c holds, c will not strengthen r.
· Generalisation: A generalisation c can be computed for a set of (possibly conjunc-

tions of) constraints fc1; . . . ; cng � r if C � c! ci (16 i6 n).
· Grounding: A variable x is grounded in constraint c if C � r!
�9z 8x~y c�x; ~y� ! x � z�, that is there is only one consistent valuation for x w.r.t. c.
Na�õvely, constraint satisfaction methods such as simplex might be considered

however such techniques are best suited for static sets of constraints. In a CLP pro-
gram, it is important to be able to curtail execution dynamically due to the dynamic
nature of a constraint store r which incrementally accumulates constraints as goal
resolution progresses. Incremental constraint solving techniques as introduced in
[14] are more appropriate due to the requirement for repeated applications of the
constraint operations described. As many constraint operations such as satis®ability
and entailment are NP-complete for interesting CLP instantiations such as ®nite do-
mains, such constraint solvers are necessarily incomplete and often use approxima-
tion techniques such as interval reasoning.

The work presented in this paper will use the ®nite domains package of the
ECLiPSe [5] CLP environment, subsequently referred to as CLP�FD�. In terms of
the CLP scheme of [11], CLP�FD� can e�ectively be characterised by a computation
domain of the integers Z with the generators for terms Rterm � f�; �g and relations
Rrel � ff2 �m; n�gm6 n;�; 6�; 6 g where x 2 �m; n� denotes m6 x6 n, the other symbols
have their usual meaning and all domain variables participate in at least one 2 �m; n�
constraint. The actual constraints directly supported in CLP�FD� are presented in
Table 1. While many of the constraints may be seen as syntactic sugar over the base
constraints, the representation of constraints using such abstractions is a well-estab-
lished means for enabling constraint-solvers to take advantage of the stronger prop-
erties held by and more concise representation of the constraints than if reasoning in
the base primitive constraints were required.

Consider the following simple example using CLP(FD):
[X,Y, Z]::[1..10],

X + Y#�10,X ) Y#�Z, X�Y#>20,
doit(X, Y, Z),

Before X, Y and Z are uni®ed in doit(X, Y, Z), the constraint solver establishes by
constraint propagation that the only satis®able values for (X, Y, Z) are (6,4,2) and
(7,3,4), obviating the need to exhaustively enumerate each of the 103 possible valu-
ations for the variable tuple (X, Y, Z). Search space pruning is e�ected through
constraint solving, extending the ¯exibility of LP languages for constraint-based
speci®cation of solution spaces by avoiding the costs of ``generate-and-test'' cycles
of conventional LP treatments. The principle is to defer choice (variable grounding)
to as late as possible to reduce the amount of expensive backtracking required.

Extensible CLP environments such as ECLiPSe extend such reasoning to con-
straints such as simple cardinality bounds for value occurrence in a set of variables
and boolean connectives through encoding as numerical inequalities (Table 1). For
example, representing booleans as domain variables ranging over f0; 1g, the con-
straint b1 _ b2 is captured as the numeric inequality B1 + B2 #>�1 where B1 and
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B2 capture the respective boolean truth values of propositions b1 and b2. This treat-
ment enables complex constraints to be constructed and reasoned within a homoge-
neous constraint framework.

While conventional Prolog-style representations are declarative, determinism is
inherent to the operational semantics for non-de®nite programs. Further, the inabil-
ity to reason from unsatis®ability of the head of a rule to its tail means that while the
form a:- b,c may naturally encode the intuition of consequence for the classical
form b ^ c � a, the former is not a complete representation of the latter as it pre-
cludes application of modus tolens for the deduction fb ^ c � a;:ag ` :�b ^ c�. Such
reasoning is particularly important for e�cient model computation and constraint
satisfaction as it is capturing the idea of domain reduction and constraint simpli®ca-
tion. Thus, an additional bene®t of encoding the propositional constraints algebra-
ically as numeric inequalities is a more natural and ¯exible interpretation of the
constraints due to its non-deterministic form.

The key contributions of CLP to the mechanisation of the shared theories for the
tasks of Section 2 are the following.
1. Support for the representation of constraints written using propositional connec-

tives with classical interpretation, thus supporting bidirectional constraint propa-
gation. As the constraints are reduced to algebraic inequalities over ®nite

Table 1

Principal ECLiPSe CLP �FD� constraints

CLP(FD) Semantics

Term comparisons

T1 # n� T2 t1 6� t2

T1 #< T2 t1 < t2

T1 #<� T2 t16 t2

T1 #� T2 t1 � t2

T1 #> T2 t1 > t2

T1 #>� T2 t1 P t2

Propositional expressions

# n+ Phi :/
Phi #= n Psi / ^ w
Phi #n= Psi / _ w
Phi #�> Psi / � w
Phi #<�> Psi / � w

Miscellaneous constraint predicates

V: : �v1; . . . ;vn� W
v2�v1 ;...;vn � V � v

V: : �v1; . . . ;vn� W
v2fv1 ;...;vng V � v

alldistinct��V1; . . . ;Vn�� V
i;j2�1::n�;i6�j Vi 6� Vj

atmost�N; �V1; . . . ;Vn�;Val� P
i2�1::n� bi6N , where

bi �
1 if Vi � Val

0 otherwise

�
#�I; �Phi1; . . . ;Phin�; J� I 6

P
i2�1::n� bi6 J ; where

bi �
1 if r � /i

0 otherwise

�
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domains, e�cient constraint solving procedures can be used to reason with this
declarative representation.

2. Integration of the posting and retraction of active domain variables and con-
straints with backtracking search of a logic programming paradigm facilitates
more e�cient management of inherently combinatorial search spaces for con-
straint-based con®guration tasks than would a classical constraint-satisfaction
formulation [16].

3. As logical constraints are encoded as numeric inequalities, the truth or falsehood
of a constraint can itself be encoded as a domain variable, providing a natural
treatment of constraints for consistency-based diagnosis reasoning.

4. Component speci®cation

Recall that the principal goal of this work is to facilitate sharing of component
speci®cations between the con®guration and diagnosis tasks such that the respective
problem-solvers can be mechanised reasonably e�ciently. While the work presented
in [25] provides an interesting semantic characterisation of the tasks for shared com-
ponent speci®cations, the approach is not directly mechanisable due to the intracta-
bility of computing in a framework with the full generality of ®rst order logic. For
example, while model generation from a set of ®rst order formulae over a ®nite do-
main is decidable, it is intractable in the general and, in our experience, typical cases.
The task here, then, is the classic knowledge representation language design trade-o�
of designing a representation language expressive enough to represent a signi®cant
class of scenarios for the tasks of interest while being computationally tractable
for these tasks and having a clean semantics. Fundamental to the design of the lan-
guage is recognition and explication of the structure inherent in the domain of dis-
course and a natural mapping to CLP�FD� facilities.

A representation language for capturing constraint-based component type speci-
®cations is presented in Fig. 3. 1 Individual components are organised into compo-
nent types. A component type has associated with it a collection of named ports or
port sets that are abstractions of connectivity between components and are thus as-
sociated with a set of component types that can permissibly be connected to the par-
ticular port(s). Attributes are properties of a component captured as named variables
that are assigned a value or are merely restricted in range (ground_¯ag in Fig. 3) dur-
ing constraint satisfaction and, as such, are domain variables with standard CLP
domains. The following examples illustrate these notions:

Example 1.

component_type wire f
isa: [top]

1 Conventional regular expression notation has been employed. �h�, fhg, h� and h� denote sequences of

tokens of length 6 1, 1 (scope clari®cation), P 0 and P 1, respectively. h1 j h2 denotes choice between

the tokens h1 and h2. Terminals (or n-ary functors) appear in sans serif face. The non-terminal tokens

clp_domain, clp_constr, clp_atom and value (numeric constant) are grounded in the syntax of the CLP

system of implementation.
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Fig. 3. Abstract speci®cation for device modelling language.
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ports: [(conn,2,[connector,terminator])]

attributes: [(length, 1..20)]

cost: [(length, LengthVar)], 10+2�LengthVar
g

A wire has two ports which may be connected to either a connector or
terminator (or any specialising component types) and has an attribute length
which can take a value between 1 and 20 during constraint satisfaction. A wire's

cost is a function of its length. To declare the cost formula, an appropriate binding
between the variable LengthVar and the symbolic name length must be declared
( name_var in Fig. 3) so that the con®guration and diagnosis constraint handlers can
ensure that for all instances of wire, the appropriate local variable for length is
bound.

Component types are organised in a closed isa lattice according to their parent
types with inheritance of port/attribute de®nitions and component constraints fol-
lowing the subsumption ordering, facilitating incremental component speci®cation.
Signature and constraint inheritance is monotonic due to its representational sim-
plicity and, in our experience, adequacy (although future work will extend the isa lat-
tice to multiple partial orders for generality [23]). Multiple inheritance is supported
though without name clash resolution. An exception is a component type's cost ex-
pression, chosen from the most speci®c ancestor de®ning a cost expression.

4.1. Local constraints

The active constraints over a variable will be a component type's local constraints
and any active aggregate constraints (Section 4.2) due to the component being a con-
stituent to some aggregation. Local constraints may be written using any of the con-
straints available in the CLP�FD� system and may be de®ned over port values,
cardinalities of port sets, or over attribute values de®ned for the component type.
Name-variable pairing is similarly required for constraint declarations.

Example 2.

component type t-connector f
isa: [connector]

ports: [(conn,3,[empty,node,terminator,wire])]

cost: [ ], 10
localconstraints: [([(type(conn),wire,0,2,MaxW)], MaxW),

([(type(conn),node,0,1,MaxN)], MaxN),

([(type(conn),wire,2,2,NumWire),

(type(conn),terminator,0,0,NumTerm)],

NumWire #�> NumTerm)]

g

A t-connector has three ports in the port set conn, each of which may be con-
nected to any of node, terminator, wire or left disconnected (the distinguished
component type empty) subject to constraints including that at most two
wires and at most one node may be connected. Each constraint declared in
Example 2 exploits the port value cardinality bound constraint (Section 5.1.1). The
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(type(Port_set), Comptype, Min, Max, V) form (extname_var in Fig. 3) binds the
boolean variable V to the truth of the occurrence cardinality bounds constraint:

V � Min 6 j fp � p 2 Port set ^ subsumes�Comptype; type�p��g j
6Max; �4:1�

where type� p� is the current component type for a port p and subsumes�t1; t2� holds i�
t1 is a more general component type than t2 in the isa lattice.

The last cardinality constraint of Example 2 states that if two wires are connect-
ed, no terminators may be connected, demonstrating the ¯exibility of being able
to construct constraints from references to component ports and attributes in con-
junction with the available constraints of the CLP system, in this case the ECLiPSe
CLP(FD) logical constraint #�> (material implication ± �).

4.2. Aggregation constraints

Local constraints are, however, restricted to the port and attribute variables of a
component type. Often, it is desirable to state constraints over a group of intercon-
nected components, typically for constraints over resource usage or component oc-
currence and to declare interconnection topologies. As discussed in Sections 2.1 and
2.2, the ability to state aggregation (hierarchical structural decomposition) of con-
cepts provides a mechanism for, respectively, managing the scope of backtracking
during con®guration constraint satisfaction and identifying violated constraints at
an appropriate granularity level during consistency-based diagnosis. Two forms of
aggregation are distinguished ± part-of and topology aggregations.

Part-of aggregation is appropriate for stating a structural decomposition of a
``virtual'' component into subcomponents, particularly where a more complicated
component con®guration is substitutable for another. The ports and attributes de-
clared for the aggregate component represent the external form for the aggregated
components. Component variables (parts in aggr_spec, Fig. 3) may be associated
with an aggregate component and are existentially quanti®ed over the component in-
dividuals of the variables' permissible component types. Any components within the
scope of an aggregation can be connected (via their ports) only to other components
scoped within the aggregation or via the aggregate component's ports. The ®bre ex-
tension in Fig. 1 could be modelled:

Example 3.

component type fibre_ext f
isa: [top]

ports: [(coax_port1,1,[wire]),

(coax_port2,1, [wire])]

aggregates: f parts: [(trans1,1,[transceiver]),

(trans2,1,[transceiver])]

localconstraints: [([(trans1,T_id1),

(trans2,T_id2)],

T_id1 # <> T_id2),

([(subcompref(trans1,

coax_port),CoaxP1),
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(subcompref(self, coax_port1),

Self_CoaxP1)],

CoaxP1 #� Self_CoaxP1),

([(subcompref(trans2,

coax_port), CoaxP2),

(subcompref(self,coax_port2),

Self_CoaxP2)],

CoaxP2 #� Self_CoaxP2)] g
g

A fibre_ext is an aggregated concept that allows connectivity to wires

through the (virtual) ports coax_port1 and coax_port2. A fibre_ext com-
ponent implies the existence of two transceivers with identi®ers trans1 and
trans2 which, by virtue of the localconstraints, refer to distinct components and
whose coax_ports are bound, respectively, to coax_port1 and coax_port2

of fibre_ext.
Topology aggregation is motivated by the common requirement for non-local con-

straints to capture certain geometries for components' interconnections. A number of
observations can be made regarding the topologies of the ethernet segments

comprising the internetwork of Fig. 1. The individual nodes on a subnetwork
(Fig. 2) are linearly sequenced. Further, the individual ethernet_segments and
their constituent nodes can be visualised as edges and nodes, respectively, in a (pos-
sibly cyclic) connected hypergraph. An assumption of our language is that the inter-
connection topologies commonly found in devices can often be captured simply by a
collection of such graph-theoretic structures [1] whose nodes and edges abstract
speci®ed component types, capturing a restricted but practical class of non-local
constraints. The general notion of an internetwork can be speci®ed as:

Example 4.

component type internetwork f
isa: [top]

aggregates: f topology: hypergraph
edge: ethernet_segment

node: node g
g

In principle, such connectedness relationships can be characterised very generally
as ®rst-order expressions. We wish to avoid such characterisations as for this and
most common such topologies, however, as the characterisation is necessarily recur-
sive, rendering the characterisation e�ectively useless for interpretation in di�erent
contexts due to the intractability of reasoning in such a general language. Represent-
ing such topologies using their more abstract graph-theoretic notions enables spe-
cialised handlers to be encoded without necessarily su�ering the vagaries of
reasoning in, for example, the more general ®rst-order language yet still a�ords a
clean semantics and reasonably e�cient mechanisation. The linearity of an ethernet
segment can similarly be represented as a trivially simple graph ± a line:
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Example 5.

component type ethernet_segment f
isa: [top]

aggregates: f topology: line

edge: wire

node: node g
aggr constraints: [aggr(count(node), <, 30),

aggr(sum(length), <, 100),

aggr(count(terminator), �, 2)]

g

For part-of and topology concept aggregation constraints, set-wise aggregation
constraints can be declared (aggr_constr in Fig. 3). Aggregation constraints over
the occurrences of a particular component type within the scope of an aggregation
can be declared as comparisons (<, 6 , >, P , �) between some constant and
one of the aggregation functions sum, min and max for component attributes or
count for component types. The set-wise aggregation constraints of Example 5 state,
respectively, that for within the scope of an ethernet_segment aggregation, a
maximum of 30 nodes may occur, the total length of cabling must be less than
100 and two terminators must exist.

Certain aggregate constraints such as the sequencing of nodes (edge in a topology
aggregation) and other constraints speci®c to the sequence are only speci®able when
declaring component instances:

Example 6.

component etherseg1 f
component type: ethernet_segment

aggr constraints: [sequence([n1,n2,n3,n4,n5]),

aggr(sum(length), >, 9, between(n1,n2)),

aggr(sum(length), >, 3, between(n2,n3)),

aggr(sum(length), >, 10, between(n3,n4)),

aggr(sum(length), >, 9, between(n4,n5))] g
g

The linearity constraint states that a sequence of instances of a component type
must appear in the explicated order within the applicable scope of aggregation. That
is, no other instances of the component type may appear on the shortest path be-
tween the components adjacent in the linearity constraint. For example, in Example
6 the constraint sequence([n1,n2,n3,n4,n5]) states that the nodes will be so
ordered in the generated con®gurations as illustrated in Fig. 2. In the presence of se-
quencing constraints, set-wise aggregation constraints may be given an additional
between (e1,e2) argument ( aggr_indiv in Fig. 3) to further restrict the sets of com-
ponents under consideration to only those components between elements e1 and e2 in
the sequence. The constraints of Example 6 capture the requirement that the mini-
mum distances between consecutive node pairs as illustrated in Fig. 2 are 9, 3, 10
and 9 units. Note that the length attribute referred to pertains uniquely to the
wire component type.
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A component instance of a type de®ned in terms of topology aggregation may
have a closed set of constituent edges. Such declarations can provide a convenient
means of specifying con®guration speci®cations (De®nition 2.1):

Example 7.
component internetw1 f

component type: internetwork
aggr constraints: [edges([etherseg1,etherseg2,etherseg3])]

g

The language presented here facilitates a natural representation of components
through a clean integration with the CLP constraint environment and enables a
natural mapping to CLP(FD) structures. The following sections present the reason-
ing strategies and mappings of the component speci®cations into the internal repre-
sentations of the con®guration and diagnosis problem-solvers for execution in a
CLP language.

5. Mechanising the problem solvers

As the con®guration and diagnosis tasks can be viewed as variants on model gen-
eration over a ®nite set of formulae with ®nite domains [25], the use of a CLP language
can be seen as applying constraint posting, propagation and solving techniques to ®-
nite model generation over a domain language that is more structured than the gen-
eral ®rst order calculus and re¯ects the natural structure of the components.

5.1. Deriving the con®gurator

Recall (Section 2.1) that a desired con®guration is speci®ed by partially instanti-
ated component instances. In this framework, a con®gurator carries out constraint
satisfaction over the variables associated with the uninstantiated attributes and
ports while minimising some cost criterion. Con®guration is distinguished from
classical constraint satisfaction in that instantiation of a port variable corresponds
to connecting the variable's host component to the instantiating component. Heu-
ristics for component selection are used such as preference for components current-
ly participating in the constraint satisfaction over the introduction of new
components to the partial con®guration. We show how these notions are naturally
represented as domain variables with CLP�FD� constraints and that the backtrack-
ing search of the logic programming paradigm cleanly integrates the dynamic na-
ture of variable activity with the management of set-wise aggregate and topology
constraints.

5.1.1. Converting to CLP variables and constraints
CLP(FD) constraints allow a natural formulation of many of the con®gurator's

internal data structures. Each component individual participating in a con®guration
has associated with it a number of variables corresponding to the ports and attri-
butes of its component type (Fig. 3).
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An attribute is captured by a domain variable with its CLP�FD� domain as de-
clared in the component speci®cation. A port set as declared with port has a port in-
dividual variable pvi and component type variable pvti associated with each of the n
ports in the port set. A type domain closure constraint is asserted for each port for
each possible type. Consider a port variable pvi of type pvti with component type
domain fterminator;wire; nodeg whose respective instances are fterm1; term2g,
fw1;w2;w3;w4g and fn1; n2; n3; n4g. These constraints are naturally expressed over
the domain variables by CLP�FD� constraints:

PVTi::[terminator,wire,node],

PVi::[term1,term2,w1,w2,w3,w4,n1,n2,n3,n4],

PVTi#�terminator# < � > PVi::[term1,term2],

PVTi#�wire# < � > PVi::[w1,w2,w3,w4],

PVTi#�node# <�> PVi::[n1,n2,n3,n4].

Prior to asserting these constraints over PVTi, the component type set is expanded
to include all subsumed component types according to isa relationships stated in R
(De®nition 2.1). Correspondingly, the associated component instance set PVi re-
¯ects the subsumed types in its domain and by additional type domain closure
(#<�>) constraints.

This approach of co-relating instance and type variables facilitates type-based rea-
soning such that should a particular component type be removed from the type vari-
able's domain at a point in the search, its associated component instances can be
removed from consideration. The cost of redundant and expensive backtracking
over component instances guaranteed to fail is reduced. Through constraint propa-
gation and incremental constraint solving techniques, the CLP�FD� system can ex-
ploit these constraints along with other constraints posted over PVi and PVTi during
search to reduce active variable domains and thus eliminate the exploration of whole
classes of futile con®guration search spaces.

A local constraint is a pair of a set of name-variable pairs ([([(trans1,

T_id1), (trans2,T_id2)] of Example 3 and a constraint (T_id1 #<>
T_id2)) in the language of the appropriate constraint system, in this case
CLP�FD�, over variables local to a component. All variables appearing in the
CLP constraint must appear in the name-variable pairs so that they may be correctly
bound to the port and attribute variables of the appropriate component instance pri-
or to the constraint being posted. Without the rebinding, all subsequent applications
of a CLP constraint would result in the (ine�ectual) reapplication of the constraint
over the variables bound from the ®rst application of the constraint, that is for the
®rst instance of the component type.

The ability to state local constraints using the constraints of the underlying CLP
system has the additional bene®t of providing extensibility to the component speci-
®cation language. User-de®ned constraints may be used in the constraint declaration
clp_constr. The port value cardinality bound constraint (Eq. (4.1), portcardbound_var
in Fig. 3) is an example of a user-de®ned constraint associated with a boolean vari-
able which is true i� the port set identi®ed by port_name has at least min and at most
max occurrences of a component type comptype (or any of its subsumed component
types), building on the cardinality constraint of ECLiPSe CLP�FD�. By virtue of our
approach, the boolean variable can then participate in other available CLP con-
straints as for t-connector in Example 2.
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The distinction between local constraint and aggregate constraint is explicated in
the representation language due to the di�erent mechanisms for handling the
espective constraints during con®guration. Part-of and topology aggregation con-
straints operate over sets of components and, as such, are not directly representable
as CLP�FD� constraints, requiring handling by specially encoded handlers
(Section 5.1.2).

Within the scope of a part-of aggregation such as Example 3, however,
local constraints can be declared over port or attribute variables as associated with
the components identi®ed by the existential variables of the aggregation (parts in
Fig. 3). The purpose of such constraints is typically to relate port or attribute
variables of aggregating components higher in the hierarchical scoping of
the aggregation hierarchy as illustrated for fibre_ext in Example 3. Such
local_constraints ( aggr_spec in Fig. 3) are sets of pairs of name-variable pair
sets and CLP�FD� constraints as previously. As well, the names are extended (aug-
name_var in Fig. 3) to enable reference to a port or attribute variable var within a
component identi®ed by the component individual variable name comp using the
form subcompref(comp,var) and to allow reference to the aggregating component
individual using the name self. For simpli®cation and with no signi®cant loss of
generality, names of port and attributes are required to be unique down a scope
of aggregation, obviating need for any name-space resolution.

5.1.2. Relationship to dynamic CSP
Classical constraint satisfaction problems (CSPs) involve ®nding valuations to a

®xed set of variables V with domains dom�vi�; vi 2 V that satisfy a ®nite set of con-
straints C each over a subset of V . The con®guration task is generally recognised as
being a dynamic constraint satisfaction problem (DCSP ± [16]). DCSPs extend CSPs
by enabling new variables to be introduced depending on variable activity. In a con-
®gurator, the set of variables under consideration, the active variables list (AVL),
may be extended during the search due to port variables being instantiated to new
components, necessitating the creation of new variables associated with the compo-
nent. In principle, this dynamic nature of variable and constraint activity can be en-
coded by using 1/0 activity variables but this is typically impractical as the encoding
massively increases the number of variables under consideration and is limited to
con®gurations with a prede®ned upper bound on size.

CLP languages provide a natural environment in which to express incremental
variable and constraint posting integrated with backtrackable variable valuation.
Unlike in dedicated constraint solving environments, the AVL in CLP systems is a
standard Prolog list and so can be readily extended by conventional list manipula-
tion. More customised procedures for manipulating the AVL and constraints over
its variables can thus be encoded that leverage properties of the problem domain.

DCSPs provide a very general framework in which to discuss the idea of dynamic
introduction and retraction of variables in the constraint satisfaction process. The
con®guration task can be mechanised in a CLP language (algorithm sketched in
Fig. 4) by adopting an extended DCSP-style search for valuations customised to ex-
ploit certain innate characteristics of the task.
· Component ports/attributes: The addition of a new component to a con®guration

causes new variables to be added to the AVL and constraints posted according to
the component's type declarations (Fig. 3) as per Section 5.1.1.
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Fig. 4. Sketch of algorithm used for the extended DCSP-style search.
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· Part-of aggregate constraints: The selection of a component with a component
type containing a part-of aggregation declaration causes the addition of
component individual and type variables to the AVL as for the port declarations.
Having posted any local constraints de®ned within this scope of aggregation,
constraint satisfaction continues (recursively calling DCSPish, Fig. 4) except that
the component individual variables may only be bound to components within the
scope of aggregation, that is only to components not already participating in
other subassemblies.

· Topology aggregate constraints: If within a current scope of aggregation (current
invocation of DCPish, Fig. 4), a topology aggregation constraint is active
(2 Constraints), it is necessary to test that that topology is being correctly hon-
oured and, as such, the binding of any component to another ( CP3 in Fig. 4)
must be veri®ed by the appropriate handler for the active topology. Violation ac-
cording to the handler causes the algorithm to backtrack.

· Set-wise aggregate constraints: The sum, min, max and count constraints work over
sets that typically grow dynamically as the con®guration search proceeds and so
cannot be entirely handled by posting CLP�FD� constraints. Consider the con-
straint count�terminator� � 2 for ethernet_segment (Example 5). If dur-
ing the con®guration search, a partial con®guration of the aggregate instance
etherseg2 contains only one terminator but uninstantiated port variables re-
main (connectivity satisfaction still not closed), it would be premature to claim
the aggregation constraint had failed. Alternatively, for a constraint such as
sum�length� < 100 for ethernet_segment, as the constraint is required to
hold monotonically with an increase in the connected wire lengths, the con-
straint is postable over the sum of the length attribute variables as components
are added. Indeed, it is often advantageous to post such constraints when over at-
tribute variables (sum, min, max) immediately an applicable component is added
as the relevant attribute domain variable participating may be non-ground and
may have its domain reduced to satisfy the constraint. Set-wise aggregation con-
straints can be separated into two classes based on the comparison operator (<,
6 , >, P , �) of the constraint:

1. Defer until aggregation completion: >, P and � can be checked only once all port
variables have received a valuation during the con®guration search within the
scope of aggregation for the constraint.

2. Immediately postable: <, 6 and � (posted as 6 ) can be posted as constraints
over the set of applicable attribute values (or number of applicable component
occurrences for count) to possibly facilitate some constraint propagation.
The � comparison falls into both classes as v1 � v2 � v1 P v2 ^ v26 v1.

The constraint-based con®guration task can be viewed as a special-case DCSP
honouring these characteristics. The algorithm as sketched in Fig. 4 contains a num-
ber of choice points indicated CPx which represent points during the algorithm
where non-deterministic choice from a collection of values is being made. The asser-
tion of a constraint subsequently may fail due to the constraint solver failing to ®nd a
satis®able variable valuation, indicating that the component addition is in violation
of this constraint and causing the search to backtrack to the last choice point. Any
new variables or constraints posted since this last choice point are retracted, an im-
plicit feature of backtracking in a CLP language.
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A cost expression is a normal CLP�FD� expression whose variables are ®rst
bound to the appropriate variables of the new component and then added to the ac-
cumulated cost of the assembly so far. The ECLiPSe CLP�FD� system provides var-
ious minimize meta-predicates to invoke our CalcConfig/3 to only return
con®gurations of least cost, carrying out an optimising search that forces failure
of any partial generated solutions whose cost exceeds that of the best-cost solution
generated during the search.

5.2. Diagnosing with component speci®cations

The diagnosis task considered is essentially the detection of miscon®gured compo-
nents with respect to the component speci®cations. As the task is, by nature, one of
verifying propositional constraints rather than design synthesis, the mechanisation is
simpler than for con®guration. The key idea is that all constraints from the compo-
nent speci®cation are reinterpreted as consequences of an assumption of component
``normality''. Component interconnectivity (device structure) is assumed to be ®xed
although component attributes may be non-ground due to observations for attri-
butes being absent or incomplete. Through the use of CLP�FD� constraints, a net-
work of boolean expressions can be built from which parsimonious diagnoses is
subsequently calculated. The concepts of abnormality are ®rst related to component
speci®cations after which the CLP�FD� encodings are discussed.

5.2.1. Relating component speci®cations to abnormality
A component speci®cation constraints the set of possible con®gurations for a

component's port and attribute variables as well as, where aggregating other compo-
nents, the allowable topologies and set-wise aggregate constraints. The principle of
consistency-based diagnosis is that a component is behaving (in our case, con®gured)
correctly i� its actualisation conforms to its speci®cation. Boolean variables can thus
be associated with the individual constraints over the components.

The general form for relating the correct behaviour /t for a component of type t
(compt�x�) can be written [25]:

8x � compt�x� ^ :ab�x� � /t�x�; �5:1�
where ab�x� denotes the abnormality of the component x. Eq. (5.1) presumes that vi-
olation of /t�x� is only one of the ways that a component of type t can misbehave. If
a su�cient set of behaviours /1

t ; . . . ;/n
t can be identi®ed for a component type t, the

corresponding abnormality predicates ab1
t ; . . . ; abn

t can be written (where n�t� is a
slight abuse of notation denoting the number of constraints for type t):

8x �
^

i21;...;n�t�
abi

t�x� � compt�x� ^ :/i
t�x�; �5:2�

8x � ab�x� �
_

i21;...;n�t�
abi

t�x�: �5:3�

In our framework, /i
t corresponds to the individual port types, attribute domains,

local constraints and aggregate constraints for a component type t as speci®ed in a
component speci®cation (Fig. 3). Aggregate constraints necessitate a generalisation
of Eq. (5.3) due to the intuition that the abnormality of an aggregating component
should re¯ect not only its immediate constraints but also those of its constituents.
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Where part of �x; y� denotes that x is a constituent component of y, Eq. (5.3) can be
generalised for each component type t to

8x � ab�x� �
_

i21;::;n�t�
abi

t�x�
" #

_ 9y � �part of �y; x� ^ ab�y��: �5:4�

As the actual components participating in the diagnosis will be ®xed for a partic-
ular diagnosis calculation, Eqs. (5.2) and (5.3) can be simpli®ed by removing the
quanti®cation and the compt�x� conjunct as constraints will be posted on a per-com-
ponent basis (Section 5.2.2), e�ectively becoming propositional. Due to the natural
integration into CLP�FD� of propositional constraints (Section 3), this framework
for calculating abt and abi

t extends naturally to the constraints available
in CLP�FD�.

Unlike for the con®guration task where components were dynamically being add-
ed (Section 5.1.2), the truth of set-wise aggregate constraints can be directly encoded
with CLP�FD� constraints as sum, min and max constraints are over ®nite sets of
values as is count which will be ground due to the ®xed device structure. Further,
it is reasonable to assess the compliance of an aggregating component's constituents
to a topology constraint using a Prolog predicate external to the constraint system as
the truth of such a constraint will be constant irrespective of the grounding of the
other component variables as the interconnectivity of the components is ground.

This approach speci®es two collections of abnormality predicates ± abi
t�x� for the

abnormality of constraint i for component individual x of type t; and ab�x� for the
overall abnormality of component individual x. As we are interested in the minimal
sets of abnormal components (Section 2.2), ab�x� will be of interest for calculating
diagnoses while abi

t�x� will identify individual constraints within components. Given
the possible labellings for the non-ground variables, those extensions of ab (as calcu-
lated by the network of boolean abnormality variables) of minimal cardinality are
thus the diagnoses. Further, as abnormality in a constituent component of an aggre-
gation is re¯ected up the aggregation hierarchy by Eq. (5.4), minimisation of ab will
prefer faults at higher levels of the aggregation hierarchy.

5.2.2. CLP constraints and abnormality
The diagnosis problem-solver is reasonably straightforward to encode given the

relationships between component type speci®cations and abnormality. The mechani-
sation involves the accumulation of constraints as instantiations of Eq. (5.2) and
Eq. (5.4) to form a network of boolean constraints from the components' respective
abnormality variables. The characterisation of abnormality propositions as negated
constraint consistency checks has a simple treatment in CLP�FD�, leveraging the
power of the constraint solver.

For each of the components in OBS (De®nition 2.2), port, port type and attrib-
ute variables are created in the same manner as in Section 5.1.1 except that con-
straints other than type domain closure constraints are not posted. The attribute
and port variables are populated to re¯ect the ports and attributes of the compo-
nents of OBS. It is not necessarily the case that all attribute variables will be ground
as their values may be either unknown or a range for a component individual.

The ECLiPSe CLP�FD� environment provides an evaluation predicate isd/2

which, given the sentence B isd Expr, assigns a boolean value of 1 to B iff Expr

is true, otherwise 0. In principle, the sentence could be written using the #<�>
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constraint. The isd predicate is preferred in keeping with the CLP philosophy of
using the highest abstraction to bene®t from future developments in CLP technol-
ogies.

The term Expr for isd is limited in CLP�FD� to the term comparison, propo-
sitional operator and domain restriction (V::[v1..vn]) constraints of Table 1.
As such, special handling is required for deriving a boolean variable for consistency
for the other constraint forms of Table 1 and the port value cardinality bound
constraint (Section 4). The consistency tests for a component type's individual
constraints (Fig. 3) are posted according to the following rules.
· port types, attribute domains: As these constraints are just domain restriction con-

straints, isd is used to relate the boolean consistency variables although the port
type list requires expansion to the closure of the subsumes relation as applied to
each element.

· local constraint term comparison and propositional expressions: Use of isd is
permissible after appropriate variable rebinding for name-variable pairs has been
e�ected.

· local constraint miscellaneous constraint predicates: The miscellaneous constraint
predicates of Table 1 other than domain restriction have appropriate analogues
de®ned that associate a boolean consistency variable with the consistency of the
predicates in terms of the constraints' underlying semantics.

· Set-wise aggregate constraint: The set of applicable components participating in a
sum, min, max or count constraint will be of a ®xed length due to the ground com-
ponent interconnectivity. Given the ®xed set of components, a count expression
will be a constant and thus the corresponding boolean variable will be ground
to the truth of the comparison. For sum, min or max, the set of variables can
be unfolded into a single expression (e.g. V1� � � � � Vn for sum) and the compar-
ison in the aggregate constraint represented using the term comparison constraints
of Table 1. The resultant expression may then be associated with its correspond-
ing boolean variable using isd in the standard way.

· Topology aggregate constraint: As discussed in Section 5.2, component intercon-
nectivity is ground so the evaluation of an aggregating component's topology is
a boolean constant. The associated boolean variable for the topology constraint
will thus be ground and can be evaluated by an external Prolog predicate e.g.
hypergraph(internetw1,B).
Having constructed the appropriate boolean variables for the consistency of the

constraints for each of /1
t ; . . . ;/n

t for component type t, the appropriate abnormality
variable as per Eq. (5.2) can be constructed by application of the #n� (negation) op-
erator, throwing away the consistency variable.

The component abnormality variable corresponding to Eq. (5.4) can then be con-
structed by unfolding the list of boolean abnormality variables for the component's
local constraints and the abnormality variables for the constituent components, re-
peatedly applying the #n= constraint to yield their cumulative disjunction. For the
purposes of posting the boolean abnormality variables, the components of OBS
can be seen as being organised into a disjoint tree representing component aggrega-
tion where the edges re¯ect the part of �x; y� relation (y is parent/aggregating node of
x). The tree is traversed in a left-to-right post-order as the posting of abnormality
variables corresponding to Eq. (5.4) requires that the abnormality variables for con-
stituent components have ®rst been created. Due to the left-to-right post-order tra-
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versal of the tree, the appropriate constituent abnormality variables are guaranteed
to be available for this unfolding.

The network of constraints over the boolean abnormality variables has been con-
structed. As discussed in Section 5.2.1, the diagnoses for a system are the smallest
sets of abnormal components given the possible valuations of any free component
variables in the system. This corresponds naturally to the optimisation notion of
those solutions (abnormality variables) for which a cost (number of abnormal com-
ponents) is minimal. An additional cost variable is thus encoded:

cost �
X

c2OBS

abc; �5:5�

where abc is the abnormality boolean ([0,1]) variable for component c.
The generation of the sets of minimal diagnoses DCard (De®nition 2.4) becomes the

application of the ECLiPSe CLP�FD� meta-predicate minimize predicate over the
labelling of the free variables in the system with the cost variable as constructed by
Eq. (5.5) as the optimisation objective subject to the network of constraints over the
boolean variables derived from the component speci®cations.

Consider the miscon®gurations described in Section 2.2 for Fig. 1. If the t-con-
nector t2 had wires connected to each of its three ports, the port value cardinality
constraint for wires in Example 2 would be violated, grounding the corresponding
abnormality variable (abi

t) for the constraint to true. This would cascade to the ab-
normality variable for t2, the ethernet segment etherseg1 and internetwork
internetw1. As an alternate scenario for Fig. 1, consider where a terminator was
missing from etherseg1 and various valuations for attribute variables of compo-
nents constituent to etherseg1 suggested some of these components to be abnor-
mal while other valuations suggested not. The e�ect of the minimize predicate on
the Cost variable of Eq. (5.5) would be to calculate the diagnoses to only be the ab-
normality of the constraint that count (terminator)� 2 (Example 5) as well as
components etherseg1 and internetw1 (cascaded abnormality). This demon-
strates preference of failure diagnoses at higher levels of the aggregation hierarchy.

6. Implementation experiences

The con®guration and diagnosis engines have been developed in the ECLiPSe con-
straint logic programming environment using the Finite Domains (FD) library [5].
The emphasis of the implementation of ECLiPSe has been on environment extensi-
bility, with many of the key predicates available in source form in libraries to simpli-
fy extensibility and prototyping of techniques for constraint manipulation. Timing
®gures were generated on a SUN SS20-612 (dual 60 MHz SuperSparc processors)
with 256 megabytes of memory and minimal user load.

The deleteff/3 predicate for selecting the most constrained variable has been
modi®ed to carry the context of the source component and name of the variable se-
lected from a list of variables similarly carrying their contexts. deleteff is relevant
when variables are to be chosen from the AVL according to the ®rst-fail principle
(smallest domains [9,5]) to maximise constraint propagation. The intuition is that
the most constrained variable should be chosen ®rst for enumeration to make likely
failures appear earliest in the search tree in an e�ort to reduce the expense of back-
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tracking. This modi®cation was necessitated due to DCSP-style search (Sec-
tion 5.1.2) requiring knowledge of which variable has been selected for incremental
variable and constraint introduction. The modi®cation was feasible due to
ECLiPSEe's extensible design and addresses Mittal and Falkenhainer's [16] key crit-
icism of CLP languages for DCSPs by enabling the constraint handler to identify the
source component and name of a chosen variable, that is reason about variable ac-
tivity. This approach could be used to handle the RV constraint of [16] for removing
variables from the AVL however the constraint has not been deemed useful in our
con®gurator case studies to date.

Despite the exponential nature of na�õve constraint-based con®guration in general
[18], the con®guration of Figs. 1 and 2 over an increasing numbers of nodes exhib-
ited linear growth. Fig. 5 illustrates how as the number of computer nodes (n) to be
cabled was increased, the number of iterations of (attribute and port) variable valu-
ation and elapsed user CPU time also increased linearly due to strong constraint
propagation. For example, a solution for the con®guration of a network involving
11 computer nodes that resulted in 126 port connections (Fig. 5, left) required 209
variable valuations. The di�erence represents unsuccessful variable valuations at-
tempted and would have been substantially higher but for valuation possibilities im-
plicitly ruled out through constraint propagation.

Key factors that contribute to the e�ectiveness of constraint propagation include
the (i) strong interconnectivity of component types; and (ii) enforcement of explicat-
ed topology graphs (Section 4.2). A detailed study of the kinds of constraints that
propagate well is in progress. Other case studies including Searls and Norton's
[22] computer con®guration also performed well due to high interconnectivity.

As the diagnosis task involves a once-o� construction of the network of constraints
over the boolean abnormality variables, the execution times for even large con®gura-
tions (n > 50) were similarly stable. The introduction of behaviour mappings ([20]
and Section 3.1 of [25]) not considered in this work (Section 2.2) requires labelling
of a ®nite set of variables. These mechanisations are currently under investigation.

6.1. Extending the implementations

The following observations are made in regard to the con®guration task due to its
generative and combinatorial nature, as opposed to the diagnosis task's veri®cation-
al form. A problem of a chronological backtracking scheme as embodied in logic
programming languages is that the (possibly unproductive) exploration of the search
space that ensues the commitment of a component choice (instantiation of compo-

Fig. 5. Observations for con®guration tests.
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nent variable) may be redundantly re-explored for some subsequent instantiation(s)
of the same or other component variable(s). Although all solutions will eventually be
found through chronological backtracking, the exploration of such fruitless search
sub-trees can be expensive for non-trivial problem statements.

While techniques such as the constraint propagation due to the posting of con-
straints over component and component type variables and the partial choice ideas
of [17] enable the commitment of variables' instantiations to be deferred signi®cant-
ly, situations often still occur where redundant backtracking over possibly very deep
search sub-spaces still results. Sometimes this is due to insu�cient constraint prop-
agation but more often the ``geometry'' of the search space is such that a cost-inef-
fective look-ahead of su�cient depth in the search tree would be required as a result
of the class of problem. This is typically due to decision points being made locally to
a component during search rather than referring to overall task objectives.

In principle, constraint programming languages that support dependency-based
intelligent backtracking would be appropriate. Such languages are few, e.g. [8] and
in their infancy, however. It is a non-trivial task to characterise constraint formula-
tions and predicate declarations such that e�cient intelligent/non-chronological
backtracking strategies can be automatically derived without prohibitive expense.

From our observations of the executions of the constraint-based con®guration
tasks, a convenient extension to improve the robustness of the search of the solution
space is the tagging of certain constraints as goal constraints. While, in principle, a
goal is just another constraint that holds for a given solution, the explication of goal
constraints enables the con®guration engine to recognise and prune sub-trees of a
search space when a search is deviating too far from a path likely to lead to a solu-
tion. Interestingly, the issue of goal-directedness does not seem to appear in the con-
straint-based con®guration literature.

These issues further strengthen our choice of using a CLP language as ongoing
research in CLP implementation techniques can be leveraged for the con®guration
and diagnosis problem-solver mechanisations.

7. Related work

The literature on constraint-based con®guration and diagnosis systems tends to be
disjoint. We brie¯y review prominent constraint-based approaches that share simi-
larities to our mechanisations. As the diagnosis and con®guration tasks have been
discussed as combinatorial constraint satisfaction problems, the reader is referred
to [9,4] for extensive presentations of the general relationship between such problems
and CLP languages.

A number of systems have been designed that e�ectively characterise the con®gu-
ration solution space and constituent components in terms of sets of constraints such
as Cossack [6], BEACON [22] and LCON [26]. These systems required individual
constraint handlers to be implemented and tested whereas we are able to bene®t from
CLP technology and ongoing research on constraint-solving techniques. The LCON
system, for example, is implemented in Smalltalk and, as such, required a complete
constraint system for posting, propagation and retraction to be implemented.

The BEACON system, implemented using a logic programming language, en-
codes a semantic network formalism KNET that supports similar constructs to
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our component speci®cation language (Section 4). The constructs of the KNET lan-
guage are e�ectively re-interpreted by a meta-interpreter constructed on top of the
base Prolog language. Our approach, in contrast, directly translates the component
speci®cation language into the CLP�FD� constraint system, leveraging the underly-
ing constraint-solving facilities. Further, our language is extensible as it supports the
constraints supported by the underlying constraint engine.

Features of our system not apparently available in these systems include the abi-
lity to linearly sequence components of a particular component type, the expression
of aggregation constraints and the ability to express cost expressions for component
types in terms of the component's port values and/or attribute values which may,
themselves, be variables participating in constraint satisfaction. Some preliminary re-
sults were presented in [24].

While the literature on model-based diagnosis is extensive [7], only the work of
Freuder [21] and Mozeti�c [19] is considered here. The work in [21] is interesting as
the work considers the diagnosis of software miscon®gurations in the domain of
networking systems where abnormality is identi®ed by the violated constraints
describing correct con®gurations, similarly to our approach. The diagnosis task is
treated as a partial constraint satisfaction process, applying a DCSP-style approach
to formally integrating the acquisition of observations as needed with the constraint
satisfaction process.

Mozeti�c [19] describes a treatment of model-based diagnosis in CLP languages by
encoding the input and output values of components as CLP variables which are
shared between components to capture interconnectivity. Apart from the key distinc-
tion of Mozeti�c's work from ours being that we do not consider behavioural models,
a more subtle distinction between this work and ours is that in [19], the problem re-
quires rephrasing to exploit the constraint system whereas in our work (Sec-
tion 5.2.2), the component speci®cations can be used to derive the appropriate
constraints. Similar observations are made to ours that the diagnosis task can natu-
rally take advantage of the underlying constraint solving systems.

8. Conclusions

Constraint logic programming languages provide a natural integration of the
backtracking search mechanism of conventional logic programming and non-deter-
ministic constraint representations and solving techniques. As such, CLP languages
provide a ¯exible environment in which variable and constraint posting is tightly in-
tegrated with backtracking search to enable reasonably e�cient mechanisations of
combinatorial problems such as constraint-based con®guration. CLP languages also
allow more declarative representations of domain knowledge than do conventional
logic programming languages, making it the preferred environment in which to
mechanise di�erent problem-solvers working from shared domain representations.

A component speci®cation language has been presented from which appropriate
CLP�FD� variables and constraints can be derived to populate engines for the mec-
hanisation of the constraint-based con®guration and diagnosis tasks. We believe this
work is novel as: (i) it demonstrates that CLP languages as a viable platform for
knowledge sharing and; (ii) the component speci®cations are translated directly into
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CLP�FD� constraints for both tasks to gain maximum leverage from the underlying
constraint solvers.
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